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News and updates from your
local independent councillor

Summer 2020
Reporting Back
Cllr Jon Hubbard

The Covid-19 crisis has seen a phenomenal response from
Melksham residents with over 450 people from across the
Melksham Community volunteering to help others who
found themselves needing help during these
unprecedented times.

Thank you to
our Lockdown
Heroes

Back in March the Town
Council agreed to
implement the proposal by
Cllr Jon Hubbard to refund
the full first hours parking
charges from the Town
Centre Car Parks for 3
months.

Jon how now proposed for
that scheme to be
extended for at least 12
months to support retailers
in the town centre.

Lockdown meant that life
changed dramatically for many
local residents.

Suddenly going to the shops,
collecting a prescription or
even walking the dog was
suddenly not an option.

Local councillor Jon Hubbard
helped set up the Melksham
Community Support Group
and has worked on the
scheme since it started.

Jon commented, “Without the
amazing support of the 450
plus local residents who
volunteered their time to help
make this project happen, we

could never have achieved
what we did.

“Between them our wonderful
volunteers have delivered over
1100 prescriptions, completed
almost 800 shopping trips and
delivered 250 food parcels to
people in need.

“Now we must make sure we
continue to support those in
need and tackle the scurge of
social isolation that this project
has exposed.”

Cllr Jon Hubbard is keen
to see the 1 hour free
parking scheme extended
for at least 12 months

An Hour’s Free
Parking To Help
The Town Centre

Melksham
Community Support
COVID-19



Rumours that the
Melksham Campus
was to be scrapped
have been quoshed
by Wiltshire Council
who have confirmed
the project will
continue on a revised
timeline due to the
impact of COVID-19.

Preparatory work will now be
completed this year. This will
enable construction work to
start on-site in early 2021.
Originally it was hoped that
construction work could begin
on-site this summer.

Local councillor Jon Hubbard
commented, "Whilst I am
bitterly disappointed that this
is yet another delay to the
Campus project I am very
pleased that the council have
confirmed that it will be going
ahead and that the rumours
that it would be scrapped have

been proved to be untrue.

"I have written the to cabinet
member asking what is the
situation with the Blue Pool, to
get absolute confirmation that
the pool will remain open until
the new facility is up and
running.

“I’m pleased that the response
received confirms that there
are no plans for the existing
swimming provision at the
Blue Pool to be permanently
closed until after the new
facility is opened.”
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It matters what you think

Time for better
CCTV in
Melksham?
Following a number of
incidents in the Town
Centre many people are
asking if the Town’s CCTV
system needs to be
upgraded.

In January Cllr Jon Hubbard
proposed a council budget that
included earmarking £25,000
for improved CCTV, but this
was rejected by the ruling Lib
Dem Group and Conservative
councillors who instead voted
to cut the whole £106,000 that
was proposed for investment
in improving infrastructure in
the town.

Local councillor Jon Hubbard
says: “I’m delighted that the
council may be reconsidering
developing this system now,
but what a shame we have lost
a year and upset the people
who have worked so hard to
deliver the system we currently
have. It’s time we all started to
work together for Melksham.

Further delays on
Campus confirmed as
result of Covid-19


